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A lot of what we want, of course, is in your statemen~~. I don't
.' " ", Wflt.t,uA

want you just to repeat that. Starting off on the ~ -bp

of the. indictment - I gather when you say you participated to

a very large exten~ - were you the only researcher?

No, I was not.

You r~searched along with other people?

Other people did\someresearch.

So the indictment was dra1;Jnup as it were by a committee?

No it was not.

It was drawn up by you?

It was drawn up by myself.

And then submitted to others for their comments and approval?

That's right.

You say you took part in discussions, 6n the form that the
I

demonstration was to take. vfupn was the first of those dis-

cussions?

On the FridaYe I learnt of this visit of Dr. Inch on the

Thursday, and the first discussion took place on the Friday.
Mat\>'

Can you tell me howLpeople were present?

I forget now ,but the numbers irivolved var,ied between 6 and about

20 I think.

REISSLAND: Were these all students?

ARCHARD:

CHAIRMAN :

ARCHARD:

CHAIRMAN:

" "Yes, they were - as far as I know.

I want to get some picture a.bout how the fina.l' 'plan was arrived

at. The discussign on Friday - what action was taken as a result

of that?

No action at all - it was just a discussion.

i t'\i I;\~\;ive..
Did you decide to go ahead on your own ~ to write the

indictment?

. '"L_._.,~._,..~_.~~~ ..
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No, if I remember correctly, I started doing some reading qn the

Thursday, before the Dr. Inch discussion. Ihl3.d already the

material available in my home on this which I had read before.

PARTINGTON: When did you first find out wnat sort of work was done at

Porton Down1- Was ity'ears ago, or .Wt:3.E1it quite recently?

ARCHARDt

CHAIRMAN:

ARCHARD:

CHA IRMAN':

ARCHARD:
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CHAIRMAN:

ARCHARD:
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ARCHARD:

CHAIRMAN:

ARCHARD:

I first read about Port on Down - I will tell you exactly if you

want to know - August 1967.

Mt:1.le-

Exactly what was it about the notice thatlyou.!ome to the

decision you came to about the opposition?

The fact that Porton Down was mentioned in the Newsletter.

The title diq not influence you in'any way?

Well it did, in fact, - the word 'to~c' led me to qelieve that

this person was involved in some kind of work to do with Porton

Down with Chemical and Biological Warf~re.

Did you make any attempt to ask members of the Chemistry Depart":'

ment the meaning of this title?

No.

Yqu said discussions were held pn the Friday;. when wq$ the next

meeting?

Could I add a comment? In fact I did not ask anybody from the

Chemistry Department what this title meant. To my mind it was

sufficient tp.at somebody camefrom Port on Down and represented an

Institution, which led me to the conclusion that I shoul& oppose

Port on Down, and Dr. Inch who C8~e from Porton Down.

So it was general opposition to'Porton Down's wdrkand nbttb

this particular lecturer?

I find it difficult to separate one from the other.

If the title of the l~cture had been something quite obviously

entirely scientific and academic,.with no possible relation.t.o

Chemical and Biological Warfare, would your decision have been

the same?

I really find that very difficult to answer. Obviously a lot of

the terms used may sound academic and scientific .as you say they

are, but in fact they are tied up to a reality and a practicability,

and T find it difficult to disentangle one from the other.
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Getting back to the discussions then, a discussion was held)you

say) on the Friday, and when was the next time that any meeting

or discussion took place. to settle the form of the demonstration?

I think discussions were taking place all the time - every day -

Friday through to Tuesday.

These then were discussions of an informal nature?

no meeting called to decide ....
There was

Absolutely...... no, not at all.

,.:j:-
From what I gather from your second paragraph, you say you took

part in discussions and later you say that the fact that the

demonstration would take place was spread around verbally among

the students and the staff. Now we know that there were something

~Rtf /l

beteeen 50 and 100 demonstrators - we have not established the

,exact number - would it be correct to say that some of these knew

nothing except a demonstration would take place?

CHAIRMAN:

ARCHARD:

CHAIRHAN:

ARCHARD:

ICHAIRl1AN:

it was going on and I may have told two of the p~ople that a,

demonstration was to take place, but I did not tell anybody the

form of the demonstration.

To your knowledge, about how many people were in the know as to

the precise form.

~
This is very difficUTt to say - it would just be an estimation

if I did give one - it could have been 50 or it could have been

100.

What were you referring to when you mentioned

being in one the discussions?

6 to 20 people'

The number of people that I mentione~ were just gathered together

together to discuss what would be the most effective way of

demonstration given a number of aims, which we hoped to attain

by demonstratinT,.
t

How was the decision as to the form of the aemonstration taken?

ARCHARD: I am not entirely certain on this because, in fact, this statement

that I mentioned here, the fact that a demonstration was to take

place was sprearound verbally by student$ and stafis in fact

a bit of hearsay as I didn't participate in that at all. I know
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tAlc lA~ ., $ v.$

Just throughpurely informaldiscussionand when~ was

arrived at, we decided that the oomonstration should take that

form.

You know there were a number of copies of the indictment in the

hands of demonstrators, do you happen to know how many copies

were circulated?

Yes, I know that 25 were run off.

circulated.

I think that about 2Q were

Mr *
Is the document that litJHl Butler submits one of these? ~ l<ef4-

Yes, that is the document.

Were these 20 people the nucleus and roughly correspondent in

the discussions! Were these 20 pepple who received copies of

the indictment, were they the nucleus of people who made the

plan?

No they were not. People who were not involved in that group

received copies of the indictment to read at the demonstration.

~~at aim did you wish to achieve

could achieve your aim.

you mentioned how best you

I think there were t;vo main aims, interelated, given the nature

of CBW and the nature of Port on Down and the secrecy and ignor-

ance that surrounds it, we thought it would be quite useful

if in fact the issue of CB':!,or should I say the non issue of

CBW, because it is a non issue in this country or any-where

else, should in some 'day or other be made a issue firstly on

this campus, and secondly outside the campus if possible.

Had you attempted to make this an issue in any other way by

provoking discussion between people that :'foumight have. thtought

knew something more on the chemical side?

No.

This was the fir.st step that (had been taken to turn this into an

issue1

Yes9 at this University.
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The pl~n first Qithat a certain number of students were to

read the indictment? Is that right - certain named studen~s?

A number of students were to read the indictment. yes, immedi~tely

on Dr. Inch beginning to deliver his lecture which was, in fact.

what happened.

Is ~t right that as we see from a copy of the indictment that

we've got~that the indictment as it were was cast with certain

names of people who were to get up at certain times:

"' Ref Lf

Yes, it is that on the indictment.

Are you confirming that the names written on there are

authentic?' That they are there as it was planned?

If I remember rightly:" and 1 am not too sure about this - hut

I think one or two people read the indictment who were not cast

on the indictment. But I would not be certain about that.

But what on that piece of paper number 4 - does that represent

what was planned ahead?

Yes that is right.

Obviously your plan had to allow for various contingencies.

What did you ocpect to happen when this indictment was read?

And what plans did you make?

Well, of course, there was a lot of talk about what might happen

once the indictments were read out.

What alternatives were considered?

vJh",t
It was decided that no matterLamount of counter heckling, if you
can call it that, or arguing or ~lling us to be quiet, we would

continue reading the indictment)that is)whoever happened to be

reading it at the time, no matter what was going on)would con-

tinue reading the indictment, which is in fact what happened.

Did you make a positive decision to read the indictment before

the lecture was delivered, in preference to after the lecture

was delivered when questions are normally permitted7

Yes, this certainly was the case.
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What you have just said would fit in with the efficiency with

which we thought we could obtain the aims of the demonstrators,

the aims that I have just outlined, about creating an issue on

the c;us and creating and making it become an issue outside the

campus. In other words, it \Has discussed whether we should read

the indictment after f/iI;I;I Dr. Inch had delivered the lecture, and

whether discussion should take place between Dr. Inch and the

demonstrators after he had delivered his lecture. It was felt

that) firstly, the terms on which Dr. Inch would have cast his

lecture would have been incomprehensible to 93% of the demonstr-

ators there, because of the technical jargon, and I think this

is of no consequence really. But secondly, more important,

it was feared that should ~B .Ii::";"~JiV~ the indict-

ment be read and discussion take place after Dr. Inch had given

his lecture, there was always the possibility that Dr. Inch woutJ

immediately he had finished his leqture, and no.t listen to any

indictment. This would certaimly have taken the ~h./p.s-.-I...

impact away from the demonstration - the dramaticness of it - ()~.so

l'€ 6.. \le..

,

it was decided to read the indictment as soon as Dr. Inch

began his lecture.

Were you aware as to the normal proc~dure in Chemical Sooiety

lectures as to~ether questions were normally invited or not,

or did you assum~ this to ~apply in this case~ Or did you

think of this as a special case?

I do not know about the procedure of the Chemical Society about

asking questions - I would assume that it is the procedure tha.t

questions are asked and could be asked - third party questions.

We did not consider this aspect that questions may be asked -

we just discussed along the lines that there would be a possibility

that by virtue of the nature of CBW an!lvirtue , the nature of
Port on Down, welknow for a fact that the Official Secrets Act

covers Porton Down, but there may be a chance tha.t if the

questions had been too embarrassing or he had thought they

might be too embarrassing, he might leave. We were not willing

at any stage to take this risk.
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Now you have told us that the intention was to read the i ndict-

ment willy-nilly as long as Dr. Inch remained in the room. One

or two things could happen: one, Dr. Inch might leave half w~jI

through, or two, he might stay to the end. What was planned in

the event that Dr. Inch would leave half way through7

It was dli!oidedquite categorically that Dr. Inch should be

allowed to leave the room, but it should be borne in mind that

all this was done in the knowledge that the lecture was to be--
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given in LTB2. It was decided that Dr. Inch not be obstructed

at all from leaving the room, and that a group of demonstrators

should follow him around the campus wherever he went, no matter

wIiether he went into a Professor's room or a lavatory so long as

we just stuck beside him, and it was decided that at the same

time that we moved around the campus with him, th~t the slogan

should be chanted)that was 'Close Port on Down - Keep Science

Clean' .

Now we have not estab~ished this as a fact, but it is certainly

alleged that Dr. Inch was prevented from leaving when he tried

to. Was XkKK this then not in accordance with the plan?

This was not in accordance with the plan.

What would have happened if then you had been able to finish

the indictment?

We would - I cannot remember in fact any discussion took place

as to what Dr. Inch would do once the indictment had been com-

pleted - I think there was some talk about we hoped he would

answer to the charges in the indictment, but I am not too

certain ~bout that.

Was it envisaged that after the reading of the indictment,

after perhaps some dialogue) that Dr. Inch would be able to

continue with his lecture as planned?

I don't think we ever envisaged this ever' taking place. I

mean we did not ever discuss the possibility that he might

say O.Ir. you have had your say, now I will, give my lecture.

Would it be correct to say that it was your ,intention to

prevent him from giving his lecture?

Yes as the plan was laid out - certainly. Given the aims

of the demonstration this was indeed the case. Dr. Inch was not

to deliver the lecture.

You say it was the intention to prevent Dr. Inch from giving

his lecture, but that on the other hand ,you didn't really"
consider the possibility that you might have your demonstration
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and your indictment/etc.) and that when that was over, Inch

be permitted to give his lecture? That was a possibility that

you simply did not think about1

No it never crossed our mind that that would have been something

that could have happened. Let me put it this way, at no stage

in the discussions was the question raised as to what should we

do if once the indictment was read, Dr. Inch starts delivering

his.lecture. This point never came up - I don't think it

occurred to me and I don't think it ever occurred to anyone

else.

There does seem to be a distinction between two things you might hAv~

intended and this is what I would like to clear up. One is

that Dr. Inch shall not be allowed to give his lecture at the

time planned, but instead we will read our indictment, and hope

to have some dialogue on it. Second possibility is that at no

time whatever will we allow Dr. Inch to give a lecture on this

campus. 1;s it the first?

The first)certainly.

And the seeond was something that was simply not discussed?

It was~~imply not discussed.

Would it be right to say that you expected that the reading of

the endictment, and if not that the questioning afterwards would

be or would induce Dr. Inch give it up and leave?

I do not really know. As far as the discussions that took place,

we assumed discussine;the possibi:Li":.l.ei;:)f <,hat may happen,

we just assumed that at some stage and I think implicit in that

assumption that somehow Dr. Inch would attempt to leAve during

the reiiding of the indictment. I think the reading of the

indictment, being read aloud, took something of the orcler of

10 to 15 minutes,and I think it was 1T1,~n.tioned, in fact I

know i t IjIfc~B mentioned, that ~lecould not envisage Dr. Inch or
the Chemistry Department staff just sitting there and just taki~g

it all. I think this was mentioJl\,!i1.

A few other points about the planning: you also composed this

"" pamphlet, do you have this pamphlet, 'Oppose Chemical and Bio-

logical,varfare'~ '

..
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I did hand one i~ today - I have one here if you want it.

How many copies of that were run off?

About 500.

And these were distributed at the lecture?

And immediately after the lecture.

Was it part of the plan that a..Y'J.Y' violence should be offered
to Dr. Inch?

None whatsoever. It was categoricallY4lgreed by the people
participating in the discussion that no violence s}wuldtake
place throughout the demonstration or at any time when Dr. Inch
was on the campus.

We have talked about what would happen if Dr. Inch left, and
you have told us what the plan was, I just want to follow up
this further plan to follow Dr. Inch about the campus. Was
the plan rather to follow or to resist his departure?)

Follow, definitely follow. That was the word that was used.

So if any student or group of students were to place themselves
in his path or attempt to block his path, that would not be in
accordance with the plan?

W(1.S
I cannot say that it was or ~ not a part of the plan.

The question of following Dr. Inch around the campus was never
discussed in terms of very explicit detail as to ""here students

. ( )

should position themselves. The word just follow was used,

and in my mind, this conjured up a picture of a number of demon-

strators following him around the campus.

The di~tinction between hounding him off the campus

venting his departure from the campus?

and pre-

I would not say it was hounding off the campus, just the word

follow was used, and I took this to crean thayagroup of demon-
strators would move in a goup wher1ever Dr. Inch moved, and at
no stage \iaS it discussed whether we should move along YTith' him,
behind him, in front of him, it was just said that 'Ne should
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follow him around the ca.rnpus,and chant this slogan.

Was it discussed whether or not you should stbp his departure?

No, that was not discussed. It was not discussed whether he

should be stopped from leaving the campus. There was some
discussion as whether he should be prevented from leaving the
lecture room, and this was put aside and dismissed altogether.

You say that a maximum of about 20 people were to have known
in detail about those plans, because of the discussion!

I would say that more people than that would have known of the
detail. This is really an ~ssumption - certainly about 20 people,
the number varied between 6 and20 - there was quite a rapid turn-
,over of these people, knew the details. I know these details
were spread around the campus- to what extent I don't know, because

as I said earlier Oh, I.did not participate in the verbal spreading
of the form that the demonstration was to take.

Leaving aside what anyone might have been told b+tudents who
were present at the discussion, how many people would know from

being with you at the discussions, that Dr. Inch was not to be

prevented from leaving the hall?

It is very diffi~ult to say, but given thefact that I heard

during the demonstration when Dr. Inch's departure was announced,

somebody said 'No he doesn't leave' - I think that has been put

in somebody else's evi~ence, and I would agree with that statement.

Inasmuch as somebody said 'No he doesn't' - I don't know who this

person is, or whether he was aware of the details or not - I would

doubt it very much if everyone in that room knew of the intention

of the people who participated in the discussion that he should be

allowed to leave. There may well have been people who were

ignorant of this.

I want you to leave out the account of what anyone might have been

told because~obviously the story might have been incompletely

communicated to other students who were not present at the dis-

cussions. Do you remember the time at which this particular

point was discussed, and how many people were prE:sent?

I don't know at what point exactly it was discussed. I think it
. ~

may well have been discussed on the Friday and ~ number of people

l?,resentwas about 12.
..
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Partington: Did you discuss in what way the plan should be spread?

Archard: Yes we did.

Partington: Did you at any time discuss whether it should be emphasised in

sPFeading the plans certain features like the demonstration should

be non-violent? Did you discuss emphasising this to people?

Archard: Yes it was decided that this should be spread aroun<;l. It was

decided that all plans about the demonstration should be spread

merely verbally and in no other form and that once people had

received details they were not to spreaa the details themselves.

Secrecy was in fact aaaspect. We did fear that because of Porton

Down and the nature of the work there tllas a risk that Dr. Inch would

not come at all, if he heard in advance.

Gray: I would just like to clear up one point. Would it be true to say

that a group of people who were interested in chemical and biologi-

cal warfare gathered as a result of Newsletter announcement that

somebody from Porton Down was coming down?

was the catalyst~

That this so to speak

Archard: I think, in fact, the Newsletter was the first indication that non-

chemists and people outside the Chemistry Department and Chemical

Society had that somebody from Porton Down was coming to speak.

Gray:
1

Had this group of people who were interested in chemical md biologi-

cal warfare ever before discussed means by which it should be brought

to the attention of people outside the campus and dn the campus~

Was this the first time any positive action had been discussed along

the lines of achieving these aims? I

Archard: Yes, as far as I know, this is the first time any positive action has

been discussed.

Chairman : Just one or two things about the preliminaries, then I think we are

through. Have we more or less got this straight? These two

documents, although other people contributed to their research, were

written by you; were drafted by you?

Archard:

~C_">..- -

That is correct.
..
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One other point. It's been stated that stones were taken
into the lecture room. Do you know anything about this?

Yes I do.

Can you tell us what you know?

We have got in one or two pieces of evidence: I think it is
given by a gardener and in another piece given by a porter
who said he was clearing up and found some stones and threw
them out of a window. Well, you see, they were in fact
two stones that I placed there myself and which I picked up
myself on the way from the Valley to Wivenhoe House- across

the parkland. In fact, I picked these stones up and placed
them in my pocket and then once in the Committee Room,

feeling them in my pocket, I thought better of having these
stones on m~ and in fact placed them on the floor in the
Committee Room; at the back ofihe Committee Room in fact.
That was prior to me moving forward to the front of the
Committee Room.

What was your intention in picking them up on the way?

I don't know, I have thought about this a great deal. I
think it was/~urely impetuous decision of mi~e. In fact,
I know that on the way to Wivenhoe House I was very worked
up about the demonstration and I can only assume that it,
was a purely impetuous decision of mina.

Were stones at any time discussed in the planning or
organisation of the demonstration?

No, sorry, I must add this that the picking of the $ones
was just my decision and it was a decision on the moment
not a predetermined or action that I had thought out
beforehand.

Do you know if anyone elsei'picked up stones and took them
to the lecture room?

I don't know at all, I di~t see anyone do so and I haven't
heard of anybody doing so.

And you picked up two stones?

I did. I think it was -!wostones.
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Archard: About that size, of the flint variety.

Reisiand: Having made this decision that you didn't need them you

regarded yourself as having put them in a place where it

was safe?

Archard: If I remember rightly I was standing. . .

if there is a map of the Committee Room.

I don't know

Rei~and: I am only just asking you if you put th~~ in a place

where you considered}hey would be safe.

Archard: Yes, in fact I think I placed them behind a curtain. I was

by one of the windows. I was standing by this window here.

Reiaiand: Oh, yes I am with yoq now.

t

Archard: I was standing by this window here, in this area here, and

if I remember rightly I placed the stones behind ~ither a

curtain here or in that corner, I am not certain I think it

was behind the curtain. This is immediately I g>t into the

room.

Chairman: How did you get into Wivenhoe House?

Archard: I came in through the Porters Lodge and came through this

complex of corridors into the bar and I came in through this

door here. In fact" in my statement, in the addend~I made

to my evidence I say hdw I came into this room via this

Rtf. 35"

door here.

Chairman: You didn't, come through I think it's called the kitchen win-

dow, trampling over flower-beds?

Archard: No, nQt at all.

"

Chairman: Did you see people doing that?

Archard: No I didri\t.

Gray: Did you make any attempt to come in through the double doors

connecting the two Common Rooms together?

Archard: No, I didn't.
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ArchaI'd: I don't know if you read the statement I made this morning.

It is something to the effect that when I arrived ~

there was a discussion between a group of students standing

in front of me and somebody who had already been in this

room as to whether they could go into the room or not and

somebody said "This is a Departmental meeting" or words to

that effect and somebody else replied, "I believe this is

a Chemical Society Meeting,and Union Regulations state~...

Chairman: One moment, I want to get this cleared up - in strict order.

Have we fini~hed with the preliminaries? .

Freeman: I have one more question to ask and apologise if it has been

asked but I missed the answer if it was. As,a result of

these various discussions planning the demonstration, how

,'

many people had declared themselves prepared to read the

indictment if necessary? How many people had committed them-

seilves that they w:ould r.ead the indictment if it seemed

appropriate?

~chard: This is very flexible in fact because apart from the script-

ing of the indictment it was generally agreed that should

anybody be interrupted it would be quite in order for some-

body to take up from where this person had been interrupted

and this was in the knowledge OD a number of people ,;1

should say about 15 or 20 people: including a number of

people who did not participate in any stage in the discus-

sion on the planning of the demonstration.

Freeman: What 1 really wanted was the number of people who to your

fairly certain knowl~dge were prepared to do that.

Archard: Who told me, "I will read the indictment"1

Freeman: Yes, or who you had direct knowledge would. be prePared to

read it.

Archard: I think about 5 or 6.

Chairman: Yes, 1 would like to get back to just one more question.

Obviously some people participated in the organisation of

this demonstration to a greater degree than others. We have

got back so far to the participants in these discussions

numbering a maximum of 20. Within that 20 can you define s"

group of as it were organisers and if so how many?
ill
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I would say that the organisers were in fact that number of

6 to 20. There were contributions and discussions from

everyone present at some stage or other.

Is there a smaller nucleus within that group.

There is not.

Presumably some of that group were people who came in)perhaps

contributed a little bit but weren't regular attenders at

these discussions7 Was there a smaller nucleus of regular

attenders at the discussions?

All social groupings show that some pe9ple talk more than

others.

I'm not so much thinking there about who was doing the talk-

ing.It is really:was there a nucleus among those 20 who were

clearly more inte~ested than others? !!I

I ron't think there were people more interested than others.

There were a number of people who spoke more than others.

. I

About how many discussiorewere there?

I think 5. Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday. No)

wait a minute)Tuesday - I think we can cut out Tuesday.

There was a very informal discussion but nobody was called.

At any time during the planning was it discussed as to the

view the University might take if such action did; take place

during the University lec~ure? I think particularly with

reference to the Dean of Students letter. Was this at all

discussed?

Could you repeat the question please. I am sorry.

I want to know if at any time during the preliminary formal

discussions whether it was discussed as to the view the

University might take if you should take this action at a

lecture in the University and I think particularly with

reference to the Dean of Students letter which was written

after the Powell incident.
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Nothing of this nature was discussedat all. ~

Chairman: Right we'll move onto the lecture itself. I hope we can

take this a little more quickly although as you are. the

first chap to come along I think the 'first people on each

side are probably quastioned a bit mOre or in a bit more

detail. You say in your first submission that you did see

a crowd around the main doors.

Archard: Sorry, could you point it out.

Chairman: Halfway down the first page.

Archard: . . . I found a great number of people. . .

Chairman: Yes that's right. Did you Etop for any length of time in that

crowd or behind that crowd?

:bchard: No. In fact the addendum I gave in this morning would explain

this more fully - that Isood behinda group of people by
this door.

Chairman: By that doorZ

Archard: Yes, these are the double doors at the back)this is the side

door and there's the billiard bar table, I mean bar billiards

table.

Chairman: Ah, yes. Did you go into the room towards the end of the

orowd or towards the beginning of it? Were you among one

of the first groups of people to go in or one of the last?

Archard: I'm not quite clear about this, I think in fact there were

a number of people there intent on demonstrating against

Dr. Inch already present.

Chairman: As far as you could see did anY\Hiid any demonstrator enter

- through the main doors?

Archard:
You take these t~e the main doors?

Chairman: Yes, the double doors I'll oall them.

Archard: I ~dn' t see anybody myself enter through lIB these doors.
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Do: you recollect if they were open or closed?

Closed when I went in, as far as I can remember.

. ,
Now a number of people will be able to tell us a lot of
conversations that went on during the entry.~ Did yoU
put down what you recollect in the statement in fact?

Yes, you just mentioned about what people were talking about
as' they were entering; ,

Yes.

~::3"- :':;-.':'\_..:.,: ,

I don't think I have put anyting down here except that I was

impressed by the q~iteness and order as people en~~red. Where
One. student was. but,are we. ~"'fI!1£;---,:~r:{J&~ asked to leave ~ refused.

I clearly remember that happening.

Do you know why he was asked to leave?

I think it was on the grounds that the room ~i already filled-
up sufficiently.

And one student was asked to leave, this is what I,
meant.

Oh yes, I think this was the last student of a particular
group after it had been said that the room was full enough
already.

Someone has said that the door was closed and then the side

door was closed it seems and then reopened to admit a further
group.

I
Yes, I think this in fact was the case.



Reisj.arl.d: How many people were in the room when you went into the

rQom?

Archard: When I went into the room in toto there must have been about

50 or 60 people.

Re:%slan,d: This is when there were already people standing?

Archard: Yes, there were a number of people already in the room, stand~

along this side and along the back here.
:.,

I .
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P.~cA
~you presumably filed round the side and towards the back....

Yes I went round the back.

. .. did youh;,ar anything said or shouted e::i.thex- by
d$monstratorsor by people in the hall? Or by peop~eon

t~e rostrum in fact.

No, when I was entering I <x>uldn't hear any shouting by

anybolityat all. There was just a discussion going on about

whether this was a staff meeting or a departmental meeting

and the only shout I heard was that when somebody ,declared

at the door that the room was full enoughfand somebody

s~outed at the back, "There is plenty of room here".
.

~din fact I may have given instructions to people to

move round., I was standing in this corner and there was

plenty of space~ill around and asking people to move up.

What was the first thing said by anyone ontheplatfox-ni

as it were?after he had got in~

Yes, I believe, the ChaU-man it was who said, "Ithink

it would be worthwhile reintroducing the speaker in view

of -the number of people whohave now arrived" and then
ptoceded to do so.

D~d anyone talk about the visitors being the gues~s of the

C~emistry Department~

Yes I d id hear that remark but that was in fact before the

iUtroduction took place. I think I heard it as I~e into
the room. There was some debate as I said about us coming

~ and eventually when it was decided that we, could come

in it was ,statedthat ... ,you are i;he guests of t~e Chemistry
Department.

Airf you were coming;in?,

Aa I was coming in,.

I think it, is fairly common groundtha.t the Chairmaildid

introduce and that David Tteisman g.ot upimmediat~ly and

begamnto read the indictment. Would it be .... I W'ant

to get clear what he said before he actually began to read

the indictment. Do, you ,r~memb~z:\!hat he said be,fore ne,bega.p.?, , ,., , ' ..., ., ';...~
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Archard: No I don't. It was something to the effect - heZfe I'm on

very shak~y ground ~I had a sort of, well not a mental

block, but everything was shut off from me, I was con-

centrating too much on the whole meeting) but he did

say something before the indictment was read.

Chairman: The most complete account we have .of this is Reference 12.

One of the students stated that he and his colle~gues were

not going to allow Dr. Inch to give his lecture but they

were going to conduct a War Crimes Tribunal. Does that seem

right to you?

Archard: I wouldn't like to say. I am pretty shaken as to/~~~~t~~

said. I don't know if he used these words at all. I know

that he just made an introduction.

Chairman: But t~e words not allowing the lecture to take place would

be . . . you wouldn't dissent from those, you wouldn't say

well he couldn't possibly have said that~

Archard: It certainly wouldn't dissent from the plan.

Chairman: Yes. And ,now I think I want to move... is everyone 'with me

AiP9kaPQ+

at th~ moment? ... straight to the time when Inch.

began to leave. About how long a~time elapsedd~~~~t¥~ad-

ing/tg~ indictment before the dep~rture was announce~?

Try and do it with reference to the indictment.

.!.~-~PY-aRQ-Q9-~~-eY-iP9~9P9RQ9-~9-~ae-~Q~9~meR~.

Archard: I should say about 10 minutes. I have put some very tenta-

tive, estimates at the bottom of my statement. We entered

at 4.35 and left at 4.50 from the Committee Room. But in

fact there was the question of Fe-introducing the speaker

or re-introducing him. I should say about just short of

10 minutes.

Chairman: Do I gather that you had done a trial run of the reading?

Just to see how long it would take.

Archard: Yes we did do a trial run of the reading.
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, Chairman: And it was about 15 minutes?

~chard : Well, in fact, I remember::odoing a very precise . . .

perso~'~y I did a very precise reading of the first

part of the indictment and if I remember rightly it took

about 2* minutes. That is in a loud and clear and precise

voice. In other words slurred reading,normallreading

speed now when you are reading quietly.

Chairman: That's the first page is it?

to-day.

There is a part scripted

Archard: There is a part scribbled out but in fact it would include

the whole of the first page up to the double lines.

Chairman: Do you remember mf the Chairman had made any announcement

about Dr. Inch e~eak~Bg~-leaving?

Archard: I don't know if it was the Chairman. I know I heard, in

fact I had it relayed to me that he was leaving - I was

at the back of the room at the time.

Chairman: What noise, of any kind do you remember hearing during the

reading of the indictment?

Arc .ard: There~~ere one or two comments that came from people who were

obviously there to listen to the lecturer not the demonstra-

tors. There was one caustic remark about the reader of the

indictment.

Chairman:
,

Did you hear someone saying "At least I can speak properly".

Archard: I don't know what it was. It did strike me as caustic

so it may well have been that remark~

Chairman: And waat retaliatory statements were made by the demonstra-

tors?

Archard: I can't remember. I think there was something corny like

"I can read better than you", or something inane like that.
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Archard: I can't really ~emembe~. There was an exchange I know

that because some people were there for the purpose of

the lecture and some people were there for the purpose of

demonstrating.

Re~land: One comment we have got recorded is someone said, "Shut-

up and listen". If youoon't remember don't worry.

Archard: I don't remember.

Chairman: Would you describe the noise made as occasional comments or

frequ~nt interruptions?

Archard: NQ I was quite surprised that there were no interruption8,

no comments except the one I have just mentioned.

Chairman: I don't think we need to go into your emptying the mustard

powder. This was a small tin of Coleman's, was it?

Archard: A small tin of Coleman's mustard. About that size -l/lOd.

Chairman: Was it a second tin that you used later on?

Archard: Yes I had two tins. I debated in my mind in the morning
I

whether to buy ~a~ big tin or two small tins.

Freeman: May I just ask, was this/~g£?l~ersonal decision?

Archard: Yes I have pointed that out. It was not discussed at all

at any stage and in fact nobody} just nobody) knew what I was

going to do.

Chairman: You mentioned that the slogan "Close Porton Down" went up

3t some stage while you were still in the Committee Room.

Do you remember if that was before or after Inch finally

left?

Archard: That was as Inch began moving out of the room - the chant

went up. He was still in the room.

Chairman: And at that stage, we've heard from Colin Rogers, that he

went on reading the indictment until QOme~iffic after Inch

left the room so tha~ he would have been reading and the shouts
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would have been at fue same time.

Yes, I remember that.

W~s any kind of a sit-down organised at the door?

No. Was it organised before the demonstraticndo you

mean?

No, I mean did it take place' ~t he door before Inch left?

Not as far as I know.

Perhaps you can tell us what you witnessed as far as you cam

remember it, of Dr. Inch's attempts to leave the room?

This would probably be afte~ he entered the box standing

around.

I am extreme~;yhazy on this in fact I didn't actually see

him leave the room. I didn't even see through which door

he had left. the room.

One statement comments that Dr. Inch indicated that he wished

to leave andwould you say that this was clear?

This is a remark that I had transmitted to me when I was

still at the back of the room.

That he wished to leave?

I don't know if this word was used.

He did no other act to indicate that he w~nted to leave?

No I didn't see. Sorry) may I retract that. I think I did

hear :somebody at the front of the room say, "Dr. Inch now

wishes to leave the room".

You din't know who that was?
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Archard: No.

Chairman: Your recollection is only hazy but you would agree that

Dr. Inch's passage was blocked?

Archard: I wouldn't agree with that at all.

passage blocked.

I didn't see his

Re$land: You mean out of bile lecture room?

Archard: Yes.out of the lecture room.

Chairman: Does that mean you didn't see whether his passage was

blocked or not?

not blocked?

Or, that you saw that his passage was

Archard: I didn't see whether it was bloOked or not.

Chairman: A small point did you notice as people were leaving the

room whether the projection screen was knowked over or not?

Archard: I didn'~ see this at all.

Gray: CanT clear this up, you were still at this time ~tanding

at the back of the room?

Archard: No. I moved from this corner down the middle Bisle.

There were two blocks of seats. Down the middle aisle)

and I stood immediately behind Dr. Inch. Between the time

of hearing this comment about his desire to leave the room

and actually him leaving there was a couple of minutes I

would estimate, because on hearing that I immediately

went to the front of the room stood behind him'andstood

behind him for a half a minute or so before I even

emptied any mustard on his jacket.

Gray: Was that central passage fairly free?

Archard: No there were a number of people sitting on the floor,

between the wo blocks of seats.

_uu ". .
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Chairman: JUst" one other thing. Although there were a

standing around, perhaps milling around, did

anything like an actual assault or attempted

any significant incident apart from just the

lot of people

you see
assault or

grouping'l

Archard: I just saw the/rEOUPing, I saw no assault, no violence, no

physical violence whatsoever.

Chairman: Going then into the corridor. I just want to get straight'

in my own mind exactly where the dialogue took place.

Where the main dialogue was when Inch was in a corner or

by the wall and the: students with linked arms around him.

Archard: It took p~ace in what would be JI!Ifered to here as M.l!.

Chairman: That is the door into the garden and the cigarette

mach~nes where the M.ll is.

Archard: I don't know where the cigarette machines are.

smake.

I don't

Chairman: Could you mark on that particular plan with a cross ,where

Dr. Inch was standing?

Archard: Yes. In factI have marked where he was standing but

this map gives a bit of a false impression as it seems

that tmere is a kind of an alcove in fact there. In fact

I don't recollect any alcove and I think this may just

point out that there is a door there. In fact there is no

alc9ve there so really I would have to place him, a bit of

selective perception here, right in the corner but it would

suggest that he was trapped in an alcove of some sort.

,."'-.--
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really. . . . .

In fact there was no alcove there, so xnd'a~:k: I would have to place h~m

right in the corner 1tlhichwould suggest that he is trapped in an alcove.

That is)by that noticeboard?

iq by.the "}
VJha1:/not~ceboard .

~~ere Dr. Inch was when the dialogue began.

I do not know if there is a noticeboard there.

out that the door here was locked.

I would like to point

The door into M.14?

The door into N.14 was locked. I tried to get through it, the police

tried to get KkDillgM:x:i::t Dr. Inch through it, I think.

As far as I remember you do not know exactly how he got there.

came up when he was already there?

You

. a£ter
Yes, he was already there. I stayed beh~nd )dt:emDr. Inch had left the

room and the demonstrators had left the room. I could only just hear

chanting of the slogan as the people moved down this complex of corridors.

But you made!your way nearer to Dr. Inch?

Yes, I came out through the back doors and went through the corridors

and I saw Dr. Inch trapped here and I positioned myself~

In th~~ front line?

No, not in t~e front line.

about there.

I am just about to mark it with a circle,

By the door.

Yes. In fact I am a bit confused about this diagram because there is

clearly an alcove there leading to that door but I would have drawn a

straight line straight across there. I am not aware of that alcove.

Do not worry too much about that. When you came up I gather that you

could hear n~tJ1iB-gbut the cha:p.tingof slogans?
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Yes, as I made my way throuQh here people

k~ep science clean!!.

~.

were chanting "Close Porton Down,

A large number of people in illlison?

Yes. There were a number of people down this corridor too. This lobby

was filled and there ware a number of people here at the foot of the

stairs.

So it was not until you made the suggestion that things quietened down.

Yes, I made the suggestion, and people took heed.

The indictment was completed RNMXXRR and worked out how much remains

to be completed.

the indictment?

Do you happen to know whether you started~9ff reading

No, I don't. I know that there was no particular order in which the

indictment was read. It may well have been some repetition of what was

read out in the meeting room.

About how long did that take?
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I should say about seven or eight minutes.

Were there any other significant noises going on during the reading?

None whatsoever during the reading.

vfuat happened, what was said at the end of the reading?

I think somebody said lets hear what Dr. Inch has to say now.

What was he doing during this time?

He was just standing there listelling.

And did Dr. Inch say something?

Dr. Inch began with a ~uotation from Byron, something about Pride and

prejudice.

I want to try and reconstruct this dialogue as much as we can.

happened then with this quotation?

1:fuat

Somebody made some caustic remards about Byron being quoted - I think

it was Byron - and then we began asking a series of questions. I know

- -- -- - -""--,, ~
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the quotation alluded. to our manners and our prejudice.

Do you remember Dr. Inch saying you have. had your say now let me have mine?

Yes.

That would have been early on?

That was immediately the indictment was .completed, and after the ~uotation.

or perhaps just that remark.

You have mentioned two of the replies that Dr. Inch made: the kHxXKgxXm

obtaining research funds in some way or other and the penicillin. Were

those r,eplies two out of a great number of.replies Dr. Inch made?

Yes. He must have been asked a good dozen to twenty questions.

To all of which he replied or to most of which he replied?

Yes most of the questions he replied to Or he attempted to reply to,

virtually all of them were ethical and moral aspects of CBW. As I

pointed out in my evidence on one or two occasions he was not given an

adequate opportunity tq complete his answers because people were firing

further questions at him.

Partington: On most occasions' was he given what you consider an adequate opportunity?

Archard:

Chairman:

Archard:

Chairman:

Archard:

Yes, undoubtedly. The dialogue was conducted in a very fair manner given

the circumstances. I could put it into context of a politicia}, answering

questions from a group of people and them being rather excited and trying

to get their questions in before anybody else did.

About how far .was Dr. Inch from the front line?

About from here to the front table. He had plenty of breathing and moving

space.

At the beginning at any rate ~ the front line linked arms, is that right?
.\

Do you remember seeing the front line with arms linked?

Yes, I got the impres:ion of people linking arms. There was a semi-

circle of people directly in front of Dr. Inch standing about this

distance from him. I would put that number of people at about five or

six. In fact they formed a semi circle about from this wall over to there.
~ ...
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And they remained with linked arms?

I think they did, I would not be certain about that.

And this was certainly no part of the plans?

All the events which took place after Dr. Inch left the room

were not part of the plans, that is it was not part of the plans

to trap Dr. Inch in any part of the building.

You wou~d describe him as trapped, would you?

He was trapped; if he wished to leave he was trapped.

Did he indicate-during this part of the procedure that he wished

to leave?

No, he did not at all.

Did he give you the impression he wanted to leav~l~~oii~anltt Re: say

so?

No he gave me no impression at all that he wished to leave. He

stood there very passively and just listened to the continuation

of the indictment.

One of our witnesses has said that when he arrived Dr. Inch looked

very frightened. Was that the impression you had of him.

No xx I did not have this impression at all.

At this time was Dr. Inch on his own or was there any member of the

Chemistry staff or anyone olse standing with him?

As far as I was aw~re there was nobody with him.

He was on his own in that quadrant?

Yes, there was nobody else present.

Do you remember any suggestion being made to remove back to the

meeting room?

I do not recollect this at all.
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\
Do you know where the telephpne is situated in this area just round

the corner?
\1

I believe there is a phone on a little table.

with a phone and, some flowers on the table;

There is a table

Do you know if any damage was done?

I don't~know anything about that at all~

Was the,telephone mentioned in any plans?

No, it was not mentioned at all~

It was that telephone involved and no;t the one by the Bar?

I just ~anted to clarify this, I got the impression it was that

telephope.

As far as you know, were any telephones tampered with?

I do not know anything about this.

vfuat wap the first indication you had of the arrival of the police?

Somebody shouted that the fuzz had arrived.
!,

What was the reactioriof the crowd to that?

There ~s no reaction at all. I think we were all pretty amazed.
I '",

I would: say that there was no physical reaction whatsoever. The

f' t '' d' t' of :theuolice", d th'" 'd ' '1.0 'd I'

:trs ' :tn :tca :ton :XXX" was. cOmJ..ng own :ts corrJ., qrJ<l.I[JaI an. .

waspo'sitioned here.

You kRa heard that they had arrived just before they came in?

. I heard. they had arri vedwhen they were coming in.

I understand people were seated in this corridor? at what stage did

they sit?

I could?' t see people sitting in this corridor for the number Qf

people;i.n the way in the lobby. As far as.Idould see people were
, , "", , '. "

st~ding tkii~this doorway here.
i

.."... . ....
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'Nehave a photograph in lVyvern which sho\<lSpeople seated. Did you

at any time hear anyone or any smaJ:l u.umber of.people give an order

to sit or ask people to sit?

No, I did not hear this order at all.

About how long did the dialogue go on for after the end of the

indictment?

\ About five or six minutes.

You must have read various descriptions of the way in XH which the

police reached Dr. Inch.

demonstrators?

Did you see the police moving between the

I could not see this from where I was positioned. The first point

where I saw the police wa~ when they were actually coming through

this doorway here.~xkNixY~HXkRXH~

There must have been people in this doorway.

through this doorway easily?

Did the police come

No, there was a great deal of pushing when they got to this door

but I do not know what went on down this oorridor.

Presumably OH the pushing at that stage was two-way, It was not

the police trying to batter their way through people standing around?

I know that this alcove was packed to capacity except for the

space between Dr. Inch and the demonstrators and I know that the

police just wedged their way through because people got pushed

aside.

There was a period/tft~gkthe Police ~!ere trapped along with Dr.

Inch. How many policemen were there at that stage~ ?

About five or six.

Did you witness any interchange wetween ~~. Rogers and the police?

No.

\~~at sort of chanting was going on at this stage when the police

came?

\'J~enthe police came in there \1as a gr'oat deal of chanting about

the police being aske~ to leave - Fuzz out, or som~thiFg of that sort.
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I also heard the nufuber o£ a policeman chanted (I didn't pu~ this

in my evidence) 0

Was this just one number?

Just one number.

And this kind of shouting went on almost until the police got Dr.

Inch out?

No. As I put in my wvidence I tried to get the police and the

student demonstrators to quieten down and I suggested that we

should try and explain to them ~1Y we were demonstrating and

this went unheeded but after a time the ,chanting did stop and

there was!a short space of time between the chanting stopping

and the police leaving. There was individual shouting. I can

best describe the situation then as confused.

You stated in you~~~idence that you were not abilieto see into

the corridor, yet you state in your written evidence that you

saw a number of policemen stepping over students sitting in the

corridor. \mich would b~~~orrect statement?

'v~'hereis this? \
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The last paragraphof page two, the second sentence.

The statement I gave orally is correct. I definitely could not

see down this corridor.

How was Dr. Inch extricated?

If I remember correctly, I heard somebody say (it may have been

a policeman) lets get him out now. By this time they had got

through to Dr. Inch. They were not surrounding him in the fashion

that the students were surrounding him, they just seemed to be in

close proximity to him and there were two or three trapped amongst

the demonstrators. The way they got him out was through this door

and I believe but I ~GHIIx11i:couldn't be certain that by'this time a"

number of members of the Chemistry mf Department had also arrived

Gon the scene but I wouldn't like to vouch for that. They just

barged their way through the demonstrators through this door.

. thro~ghthe door
At that stage before you lost sJ..ghtof Dr. Inch/was J..tJust the

police escorting him out?

{.'

..
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As far as I could see, yes.

their uniform.

They are very distinguishable with

w~ have got a room packed full of people and five policemen come

into it. Obviously for the policemen to get him out a lot of

pushing is necessary. Besides that kind of pushing did you notice

any kind of significant incident of say violence used by either

sid~?

No I didn't see any at all. I was not in a very good position
that mir.:bthave t.eken place.

to see anyth~ng/by i1'lrtueof uelng ~n th~s alcove here by the

locked doo];'

Did you know whypeopibe were ahoutin", one particular number?

No.

In Mr. Rogers! evidence he makes a reference rather critically to
this.

I 1 bv/
k

t
nowing. t t. ~ f 11. t . 1, ,

can Oh y assum~ tlac tH~G ac lCa:.z..0 S ou.~ng a po 1.ceman s

number is used when a policeman is accused of doing something.

rrhat is an assumption that this took place.

anything.

I did not see

This cryptic remark of Mr. Ro~ers' (ref.29 page 3) refers to

Dr. 'Inch being \ surrounded by people like f'/lr,.Davis and members

of the Ch~mistry Department anda~g~m~~smen in dark suits. jould
\

you like to comment on this? Is he makinc; any inferences?

I don't know who these anon,mous men are.

He is not trying to imply that t~~~:&iitpolice already there?

I don't know what he is trying to imply.

Did you see any porters?

I cannbt recollect seeing any porters.

I want to ask very briefly about what happened outside. I think

you mentioned the chase by the police on one student, but apart

from that.

I did not mention any chase. I think I mentioned I saw a student

rush pal!;tat great speeii tOi'Jards the~l1uts behind '../ivenhoe House.
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I don't think I have anything to ask you about the events 6utside.

At the end of your first p~e.ce of evidence you gave a tentative

time for the arrival of the police as 5.10. I don't know if you

have read Dr. nes1ing's evidence but he gives the time as 4.50

based on looking at his watch at the time. Is your time sufficiently

te.ntative that you are not s.urprised that somebody else would give

a time as much as twenty minutes out?

I am not surprised at all. I just give this information in order

to help the Tribunal. I did not make any check whatsoever on my

watch or yount any numbers at all.

You think it could have been as early as 4.50?

It could have been.

I wonder if you could just sum up what in your view was the impact

on the general situation of the arrival of the police. Did it

make a significant difference to the atmosphere or to what people

did?

Undoubtedly. I think had not the police arrived, it is very

difficult to say what would have happened, had not the police

arrived, but I MRX certainly do not think that there would have

been any of the pushing and scuffling and attempted arrests that

took plac~ outside \-livenhoe House. I think the police in a

sense escalated the situation from what it was when the police

arrived which was at the stage when Dr. Inch was answering a

number of questions.

The plans of course had been to follow him around the campus.

Did you or anybody else during the period when he was trapped in

the corner suggest that he should be allowed to continue on his

"'laY?

No.

1'here was an allegation in 'vJyvernand elsewhere that somebody

drove a car at a student. Did you see this incident at all?

No.

Did you see any assaults or D~ything of that kind on anyone qy
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anyone after the group had left 'llivenhoeHouse?

No.

You said a polj,ce dog was taken out of the V8..-1'l-and not used. iN

~bat actually happened? How long was the dog out of the van and

was any attempt made at all to use it on the demonstrators?

~ describe in detail what happened?

Please

The police van was parked so that the back of the van was onto

the lawn. I was standing around here. I saw a policeman come

to the van and take a dog out on a lead. Immediately I saw this

happen I went over the group and shouted to them that the dogs

were about to be used but on looking back there was no evidenc~

about policemen or doge.

That is all we want to ask. I think you have heard me say this

already bMt if subsequently reading the e.vidence which has been

given you are displeased or want to challenge something let us

know, preferably in writing, and we will follow it up. Is there

anything you would like to point out from what you haveheard

already?

No. I do feel sufficiently stron1o/about one thing which I would

like to mention although I cannot vouch for the validity of this

and that is in,Mr. Lilley' ,sreport Hr. Pring is accused of being

amongst the demonstrators and in fact I beli~ve that ~~. Pring

was in York that day.

l,veare not trying to establish a list of people. who were there

bU t we will bear th':lt in mind.

.. ... if

I don't know whether you heard the general introduction I gave to

Hr. Archard

of this and

to ~;ay that you should bear in mind the :t:importance
. . ' h' what Yo~saw andbwbat YOU heardand what

dlstlnguls lng Detween/~~RXYoU eIleve to De true.

saiq that we have a dual role~ first to enquire intoI have also

the facts and then to Cross examine you or cha~lenge various

allegations which may have been. made either orally o~ in writing.

Yonr evidence starts off by describing the ~Jay in which lectures

of the Chemistry Society are picked and I think you mention a kind

of Committee which meets.

Yes.

iI'


